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Abstract
Highly concentrated alpha-2 agonists such as medetomidine commonly used in veterinary anesthesia, can potentially cause significant harm or death if accidentally exposed to a human. Current treatments for alpha-2 agonist overdose in humans are nonspecific and unreliable. Atipamezole, a drug which is not FDA approved for human use, is a potent alpha-2 specific antagonist, which could be used as lifesaving therapy to reverse the adverse effects of an accidental alpha-2 agonist overdose. To develop a resuscitation algorithm using atipamezole for alpha-2 agonist overdose, we performed a literature review of atipamezole use in humans from 1970 to the present. We compared this to the data from atipamezole use in non-human primates and other wild animals. The results show that when compared to animals, humans require approximately 10 times less alpha-2 agonists for deep sedation, but 10 times more atipamezole for adequate reversal. Using this evidence based information, a resuscitation protocol, which includes the potential use of atipamezole in the field for emergency overdose is presented. When intensive care treatment is not available, atipamezole should be made available for intravenous or intramuscular administration in humans for life-threatening alpha 2-agonist overdose. The use of atipamezole in this circumstance could be lifesaving.

INTRODUCTION:
Accidental overdose (OD) with an alpha-2 agonist (a2a), such as dexmedetomidine (DEX) medetomidine (MED), or clonidine can potentially be life-threatening. When using MED for large animal immobilizations, accidental overdose due to MED availability in high concentration, is especially worrisome for veterinarians and their staff. Life-threatening accidents with veterinary a2a’s have been described in the literature. The current management of accidental OD of a2a is primarily supportive care including; activated charcoal, tracheal intubation, mechanical ventilation, and administration of fluids and inotropes. Nonspecific alpha-2 antagonists (a2ANT) such as tolazoline, and naloxone an opioid antagonist, have also been tried with limited but unpredictable success. When using highly concentrated a2a’s for anesthetizing wildlife in the field, the potential for fatal accidents in humans is concerning because there is no antidote. With MED supplied in a concentration up to 40 mg/ml (Wildlife Pharmaceuticals, Inc, Windsor, CO 80550 USA), an accidental dose of one milliliter is potentially 200 times an intravenous dose known to cause cardiac arrest in humans. Atipamezole (AT) is a selective a2ANT, which competitively inhibits alpha-2 adrenergic receptors. AT is routinely used in animals anesthetized with a2a for the rapid reversal of sedation and analgesia. AT has been studied in both unanesthetized and DEX sedated humans, and has been shown to be both safe and effective. Review of the literature reveals that, compared to animals (including primates), humans appear to be 10 times more sensitive to DEX, and approximately 10 times less sensitive to AT. Using a literature review of the use of AT in humans and personal experience with its use in animals, we provide a scientific basis for the use of AT to reverse the adverse effects associated with an accidental human a2a overdose. We also provide an algorithm and recommended dosage for using atipamezole as a potential antidote for life-threatening human a2a OD in the field or emergency department.
MATERIALS AND METHODS:

We performed a PubMed search from 1970 to 2017 for all information related to AT use in humans. We then compared the experimental AT dosing information obtained in human subjects with its clinical use in non-human primates and other animals. Using this information, we present a dosing range for human use as well as an algorithm for the emergent management of a2a OD.

RESULTS:

Human Research

Human research of AT use in healthy non-sedated and DEX sedated volunteers has been conducted. In 1990, Karhuvaara et al. studied the effect of intravenous AT in healthy, unanesthetized male volunteers at doses of 10, 30 and 100 mg. The authors found that subjects receiving a 100 mg AT intravenous (IV) infusion over 20 minutes had increased plasma norepinephrine (NE) concentrations by 484 +/- 269 %, and elevated systolic and diastolic blood pressure (mean increases 17 +/- 7 and 14 +/- 2 mm Hg, respectively). There were minimal side effects, but some subjects noticed increased awareness, nervousness, shivering and sweating. Pentillä et al. also studied AT in healthy, male human volunteers and found when given by slow IV infusion there was a slight but measurable vagolytic effect on the heart, which was manifested in a reduction in heart rate variability related to respiration. In addition, two other studies investigated prolactin secretion, and EEG/neuropsychological effects of AT on human subjects.

The most relevant data comes from two studies on healthy, male volunteers (weighing 64-88 kg) given AT to reverse DEX sedation. In one study by Scheinin et al., human volunteers were exposed to 2.5 mcg/kg intramuscular (IM) DEX and then given 3 different doses of IV AT, one hour after the injection. The IV AT was given at doses of 15, 50, 150 mcg/kg over 2 minutes which corresponds to AT/DEX ratios of 6:1, 20:1, and 60:1. The results show that 150 mcg/kg AT (AT/DEX ratio 60:1) fully reversed the sedative and cardiovascular effects, and significantly increased plasma NE above pre and post DEX sedation levels. The lower AT doses were partially effective, but only the highest dose was able to reverse all effects of the DEX.

In another study by Karhuvaara et al., the subjects received a fixed IV dose of DEX, given over 5 minutes (0.67 mcg/kg) that resulted in profound sedation. IV AT at three different doses (6.7 mcg/kg, 27 mcg/kg and 67 mcg/kg) or saline placebo was then infused over 5 minutes. Only AT doses of 27 mcg/kg and 67 mcg/kg effectively reversed the sedation and hypotension in the volunteers. This correlated with ratio ranges of AT:DEX at 40:1 to 100:1. An AT/DEX ratio of 10:1 was not effective in reversing the effects of DEX.

Veterinary Practice

MED, DEX, xylazine, and detomidine are a2a’s used extensively in veterinary anesthesia and sedation. Highly concentrated medetomidine (HcMED), available for use in large animals is supplied as 20 mg/ml, 40 mg/ml and as part of the injectable anesthetic BAMä (butorphanol, azaperone, MED) (Wildlife Pharmaceuticals, Inc, Windsor, CO 80550 USA). Since these drugs can be remotely delivered intramuscularly by a single dart, they are especially useful for immobilization of zoo and wildlife species (Figure 1). In addition to the need for remote delivery, concentrated anesthetics are a necessity because animals appear to be less sensitive to a2a’s than humans, requiring up to 160 mcg/kg MED for adequate anesthesia. MED and DEX are routinely used in humans’ closest relatives, the great apes: gorillas, chimpanzees and orangutans. a2ANT’s are routinely used at the end of a veterinary anesthetic to reverse the a2a for rapid recovery. AT is dosed on a milligram-to-milligram ratio relative to the amount of the a2a used for anesthesia. This reversal ratio is consistent in the veterinary literature, at approximately 5 times the MED dose (Figure 1). Small domestic and non-domestic veterinary species can be easily IM hand injected but in the large, non-compliant and dangerous patients commonly seen in zoo and wildlife practice, these drugs must be remotely delivered by a single dart. Therefore, concentrated anesthetic agents, such as HcMED, are a necessity due to limited volume of the dart and a need for much higher doses of a2a than are required in human anesthesia.
Table of medetomidine (MED) dose and atipamezole (AT) reversal ratio in different species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Anesthetic Agents</th>
<th>MED Dose (mg/kg)</th>
<th>AT/MED Ratio</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gorilla (Gorilla gorilla)</td>
<td>Ketamine-MED</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5:1</td>
<td>Kickham A, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orangutan (Pongo pygmaeus)</td>
<td>Tezolate-MED</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5:1</td>
<td>Kickham A, 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Shimpanse (Pan troglodytes)</td>
<td>Ketamine-MED</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5:1</td>
<td>Baldauf, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant Panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca)</td>
<td>Ketamine-MED</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5:1</td>
<td>Neuf C, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green monkey (Saimiri sciureus)</td>
<td>Ketamine-MED</td>
<td>10-50</td>
<td>4:1</td>
<td>Lembertak S, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta)</td>
<td>Tezolate-MED</td>
<td>75-160</td>
<td>5:1</td>
<td>Center J, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog (Canis lupus familiaris)</td>
<td>MED</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5:1</td>
<td>Scovell AT, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat (Felis catus)</td>
<td>Ketamine-MED</td>
<td>40-60</td>
<td>4:1</td>
<td>Vetrano J, 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Calacacuation of Atipamezole Dose Needed for Emergency Use in Humans

Determination of a potential human AT reversal dose for use in emergencies requires an estimate of how much AT would be both safe and effective using the known data from the human studies (Figure 2). As a reasonable comparison, MED and AT reversal doses commonly used in an example of non-human primate anesthesia are provided in Figure 3. Given an a2a OD scenario where the victim is in cardiac arrest, the dose of AT should be potent enough for cardiovascular rescue, with the lowest risk of toxicity. In the human AT trials, AT/DEX ratios of 60:1 up to 100:1 were found to be effective in reversing the cardiovascular and sedative effects of DEX. AT was also shown to be relatively safe when given by IV infusion up to 100 mg, in unanesthetized subjects as described above. In contrast, when used in non-human primates and other animals, effective doses of AT are commonly provided in dose ratios of AT/DEX of 10:1 (Figure 3).

The human trial data reveal that compared to animals including primates, humans require approximately 10 times less a2a such as DEX for deep sedation, and 10 times more AT for adequate reversal. It is also known that 100 mg AT is safe even in unanesthetized humans.
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Figure 2
Review of human atipamezole studies (DEX: dexmedetomidine, AT: atipamezole, NE: norepinephrine)
Karhuvaara S '90[11], Karhuvaara S '91[12], Scheinin H [19]

Human Atipamezole Studies: Review

KARHUVAARA '90
Single doses [0.0, 30, and 100 mg] of atipamezole were given to healthy volunteers.
Minimal side effects: some increased irritability, nervousness, cold, sweating, shivering and tremors.
320 mg increased HR levels, 30 mg had little effect, and 10 mg had no effect.

KARHUVAARA '91:
Given to reverse 0.6 mg/kg of DEX
27 mg/kg, 67 mg/kg. (40:1 and 100:1).
AT at 60:1 and 100:1 reversed sedation, increased HR levels, increased blood pressure 10:1 had no effect.

SCHENIN '90:
AT given to reverse 2.5 mg/kg IM DEX
35, 50, 150 mg/kg given 1 hr after dex 0.1, 20:1, and 60:1.
350 mg/kg 60:1 noted reversed sedation, and increased blood pressure.

Figure 3
Sample anesthetic protocol for a Western Lowland Gorilla (Gorilla gorilla) using concentrated medetomidine with atipamezole reversal. Verstegen J,[26]

Figure 4
Alpha-2 agonist overdose resuscitation pathway [28, 45]

Alpha-2 agonist overdose resuscitation pathway

From the information reviewed above we have devised a simple and practical algorithm for using AT in a human a2a OD emergency when other treatments are not available or are ineffective (Figure 4)[3]. For a significant a2a exposure where medical aid is not available, the rescuers should consider immediately giving 100 mg AT intramuscularly [3](Footnote 3). The absorption of AT when given by IM injection into a human should mimic that of a slow infusion, given its pharmacodynamics effect seen in animals. AT is supplied by one manufacturer (Wildlife Pharmaceuticals, Inc, Windsor, CO 80550 USA) in 25mg/ml 10 ml vials, so a dose of 100mg would be 4 ml. The choice of injection site is not critical, but the drug is rapidly absorbed when injected deep in a large muscle such as the gluteus, quadriceps or deltoids. Humans are relatively insensitive to AT compared to animals, so a single 100mg dose may not be adequate. Therefore, if the patient shows no response and remains in critical condition after the first AT dose, the rescue team should consider a second 100 mg IM dose. Individual doses of AT should not exceed 100mg, due to lack of human data. It is common practice in zoo and wildlife anesthesia to prepare reversal agents prior to the induction agents to ensure their availability for the procedure in case of an animal emergency (JRZ personal communication). Furthermore, in the event of significant accidental human exposure, these prepared reversal agents might be considered for rescue administration in a critically ill patient, if there is no other reasonable alternative. It is...
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important to note that although fatalities are rare in the human DEX OD experience, these incidents occur at hospitals where intensive care treatment including airway management, intravenous fluids and vasopressor infusions will be available. These therapies will not be available in the field.

In significant a2a OD as described above, the rescue team should follow the guidelines in Figure 4 and have the victim transported to a qualified medical center as soon as possible. If the patient arrives to the ED in cardiac arrest, the physicians should follow the standard ACLS protocol, which may include atropine, epinephrine or external pacing depending on the patients’ cardiac rhythm. Once the patient has been resuscitated, one should consider an infusion of norepinephrine to stabilize bradycardia and hypotension, as a2a pharmacologic effect is mediated through the NE and the adrenergic system. Ongoing care should be managed in an intensive care unit, with invasive blood pressure monitoring.

If the victim is initially asymptomatic and the exposure was thought to be less serious, we have devised a per-kilogram dose of AT to be used after the initial resuscitation. This supplemental AT can be given when the patient develops symptoms, or for continued resuscitation of the initially 100 mg IM treated significant exposure victim when standard therapy fails. One should consider administering 0.3 mg/kg IV or 0.6mg/kg IM q 3-5 min, which is 24/48 mg of atipamezole for an 80 kg, adult human. The AT dose can be given in repeated doses, (not to exceed 100mg/dose), if needed, titrated to clinical effect. Given the research data that humans are relatively insensitive to AT, several extra doses may be required to reverse the clinical effects. The milligram per kilogram method of AT treatment may be more useful and safer than the ratio method of AT to a2a because of inherent inaccuracies with determining the exact dose received by the patient from an accidental exposure. If the overdose occurs in the hospital or emergency department, from a medication error or patient susceptibility, one should consider using a per-kilogram dose of AT for a patient in cardiac arrest, or who does not respond to standard medical therapy.

When the patient is brought to a medical facility, a member of the veterinary rescue team should accompany the patient, to provide essential information about the incident, and bring enough AT with the victim for potential use in the ED or ICU, as human hospitals will not have access to this drug. A copy of the protocol in Figure 4 would be helpful for the physicians caring for such a patient. It would also be helpful for veterinary teams working with HcMED to proactively meet with the local ED physicians or poison control center and review this protocol as an overall plan for management of a2a OD.

[1] Footnote 1: MED is a combination of both levo and dextrorotary isomers where DEX contains only the dextrorotary isomer, which is the active form that induces sedation. DEX is twice as potent MED on a milligram per milligram basis. A 10:1 mg: mg ratio of AT to DEX, would be equal to 5:1 mg ratio of AT to MED. Thus, DEX requires twice as much AT to achieve the same reversal effect as when MED is used as the a2a.

[2] Footnote 2: When using MED on primates a 5:1 AT/MED ratio is standard practice. Since DEX is 2x more potent than MED, this would correlate to a 10:1 AT/DEX ratio had DEX been used instead of MED.

[3] Footnote 3: Definition of Significant a2a exposure; accidental dart injection with any HcMED, exposure to any a2a, and the victim experiences symptoms within the first 5 min, any exposure with bradycardia and hypotension: patient is unstable, cardiac arrest develops during the event. Ocular, cutaneous hypodermic needle prick without injection are not considered significant.

DISCUSSION:

Alpha-2 agonist toxicity and overdose has been reported in the perioperative setting, emergency rooms, and critical care units. It has also been documented following accidental exposure to xylazine, detomidine, alone or in combination with other anesthetic agents. In one case of high dose xylazine overdose, the patient lost consciousness and experienced asystolic cardiac arrest. After the initial resuscitation from cardiac arrest the patient continued to experience severe bradycardia. The patient recovered after 2 days of intensive care, which included mechanical ventilation, vasopressors and IV fluids. Due to the lack of an FDA approved antidote, accidental a2a exposure and fatal overdose is an overwhelming human health and safety concern for institutions and veterinary practitioners working with these agents. A survey of other previously unreported cases showed that even a very small exposure can result in symptoms. With the concentration of MED being available
at 20 and 40 mg/ml, a typical anesthetic dose in a dart for a megavertebrate might have as much as 80 mg of MED. That is equivalent to 40,000 mcg of DEX. Without treatment, much smaller doses would likely result in fatal cardiac arrest.

Overdose with clonidine in human children and adults has been described in the literature and involves a wide range of symptoms including depressed sensorium, bradycardia, hypotension, hypothermia, recurrent seizures, atrioventricular conduction defects, arrhythmias, and rarely apnea.\textsuperscript{30-32} A review of the case series and reports in the literature also highlight adverse effects with use of DEX\textsuperscript{33-38}. These effects range from prolonged sedation to profound hemodynamic instability. Hypotension and bradycardia progressing to cardiac arrest has been described.

The current treatment of a2a OD is supportive and non-specific. Reported emergency therapy for accidental clonidine and DEX overdoses include basic airway management and hemodynamic support with fluid and inotropes. Naloxone and atropine have been used with limited success.\textsuperscript{3,4} Yohimbine, which has high affinity for alpha 2 receptors and moderate affinity for alpha 1 receptors, has been investigated as a treatment for clonidine overdose.\textsuperscript{31} It is widely used in animals and is effective at reversing the anesthetic effects of a2a. However, hypertension, tachycardia, and arrhythmias have been reported with its use.\textsuperscript{31} In addition, yohimbine is not available for intravenous use in humans, thus would not be helpful in an accidental a2a OD. However, a veterinary preparation for IV/IM use is available. In an emergency a2a OD, parenteral yohimbine, like AT would likely be successful in reversing cardiac arrest. Tolazoline, a non-specific alpha-1 and alpha-2 blocker, available for parenteral use in humans has been used to reverse refractory hypotension associated with clonidine.\textsuperscript{39} However compared to yohimbine and AT, tolazoline has the least affinity for all types of alpha-2 receptors and does not reliably reverse alpha-2 caused hypotension.\textsuperscript{41}

Since during most large animal immobilizations, a combination of anesthetic agents are used, additional antagonists will be required for resuscitation of an accidentally darted human. UPOs, even in minute quantities, will cause respiratory depression and loss of consciousness, requiring naloxone to resuscitate the patient. When using BAM, even with reversal of the a2a and the opioid component of the mixture, the victim may still not immediately regain consciousness due to the non-reversible azaperone component. One should also expect the possibility of a more rapid and profound sedation and cardiovascular depressive effect when using a combined agent. Knowledge of the dart contents is critically important to the receiving emergency physicians. Having a member of the veterinary team accompany the patient to provide details will be critical to a successful outcome.

While the above recommendations are currently directed at the specific case of accidental exposure to potent veterinary a2a, use of AT would be equally useful in cases of symptomatic DEX, or clonidine overdose, which occur at the hospital. The use of AT with the dosing schedule described in Figure 4, would be useful for the ED, OR and ICU in major medical centers, as the use of DEX increases and overdoses become more common. Although not currently available at human medical facilities or licensed by the FDA, having the pharmacy stock AT for compassionate use with the protocol in Figure 4 could be lifesaving in extreme overdose situations. We recommend more research into the use of AT in humans, as a potential antidote in clonidine and DEX poisonings.

Even with a detailed examination of the human AT data, using this drug clinically in humans represents many unknowns. In the one study where AT was used on humans during surgery, the dosages were low.\textsuperscript{42} Since an accidental exposure dose of a2a may be massive, the ultimate dose of AT to reverse the clinical effects may also be very large. Due to the lack of clinical data, it is not known if the dose of AT recommended in Figure 4 would be effective. However, there may be instances in which quick decisions must be made to resuscitate a person exposed to high doses of MED or DEX and its use should be considered. Using an a2ANT where the a2a plasma levels are extremely high may be problematic. DEX has been shown to cause transient hypertension, either from a1 or a2b binding.\textsuperscript{43,44} While AT is highly alpha-2 receptor specific, it is possible that the unopposed a1/a2b agonist activity of MED, even though very weak, may be clinically relevant at very high doses. This could lead to unwanted hypertension. In these cases invasive blood pressure monitoring will be essential to allow rapid treatment of hemodynamic derangements. Infusions of antihypertensive agents, such as nitroprusside, or nicardipine may be used to acutely lower blood pressure. Theoretically, beta-blockers should be avoided to prevent unopposed alpha blocking effects of MED. The half-life of AT in humans is

---
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approximately 2 hours, which correlates with the half-life of DEX. However with large MED exposures, it is possible that the a2a effect may outlast the AT with recurrence of symptoms, highlighting the need for repeat doses of AT and monitoring in intensive care. Clearly the most significant limitation to the current review is the lack of clinical research data in massive doses of MED and other a2a and their effects on humans. We would encourage further research on animals on the effects on veterinary doses of a2a and the dose effect of AT on reversing the clinical effects. Also, since AT is not FDA approved for use in humans, its use even in life threatening situations has medical-legal and ethical implications. We hope that in the future, further research will be done in humans or as an animal exemption to define the use of AT for FDA approval perhaps as an orphan drug for use in emergency situations.

CONCLUSION:

The current management of accidental overdose of a2a’s with a specific antagonist is lacking. Currently used antidote agents including naloxone, tolazoline, are nonspecific and can have unpredictable outcomes. Accidental HeMED in a setting where there is no immediate intensive care available would be life-threatening. An emergency protocol for the resuscitation of an overdose of a2a’s with a specific receptor antagonist is needed for remote field accidents. While clinical experience of using atipamezole in humans is limited, its use in non-human primates and other veterinary species is extensive and proven to be highly effective. Using the existing data from the human trials we have created a pathway for emergency resuscitation of an a2a OD using AT. We recommend having atipamezole available at major medical centers for compassionate human use, while more studies are performed.
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